
Date Raised Issue Action By ASJPC Status

08/01/2024 Street light out on road bridge Reported on NYC web site NYC MB
Light is scheduled to be replaced, new standard ans head 

installed awaiting cable to be connected

Pre 2020
Flooding of Melsonby Rd, Dr's Lane and 

East End
All reported by Clerk to NYC 

on numerous occasions
NYC Clerk/MB

Angus Thomson chasing Melsonby Rd flooding, supposedly  
scheme in place once funding is available

Dr's Lane still being reviewed by NYC
East end not high priority to NYC

08/01/2022
Area of green where drain repairs were 
carried out needs to be topped up with 

top soil

Chase NYC highways who did 
the work NYC MB

Chased numerous times, NYC believe it is not an issue
NYC agreed to carryout further reinstatement 8/4/24

08/01/2024 Sykes bridge priority system Keep chasing NYC NYC Clerk Angus Thompson chasing also

26/02/2024
Public footpath sign beside Friars 

Goose, post badly corroded and all 
paint rotted off.

Contact NYC Highways
Reported to NYC web site 

05/03/24
NYC MB Awaiting action by NYC

26/02/2024
Footpath past Friars Goose to Brick Kiln 

Lane overgrown

Contact NYC Highways
Reported to NYC web site 

05/03/24
NYC MB Awaiting action by NYC

26/02/2024
Pinfold Bench to be refurbished as it an 

old desk
Remove from Pinfold, 
dismantle, refurbish

ASJPC MB/SR/SB Stuart has timber MB has cast frame that needs repair

26/02/2024
Large willow tree requires to be 

examined as bough splitting
NYC arborist contacted to 

arrange visit
ASJPC SB

Contacted Arborist and fence erected 
awaiting for visit

14/03/2024 Way Leaves for Electric Poles
Chase Electric companies to 

see if any money is due
ASJPC MB

Northern Power contacted with relevant information to see 
if PC are entitled to wayleave payment

21/03/2024 Wayleaves for Open reach poles
Chase to see if any monies 
due for wayleave on poles

ASJPC MB
Open Reach contacted with relevant information to see if 

the PC are entitled to wayleave payment

To Do List dated 1/05/2024


